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Shell-Model Study of the (p, n ) Reactions in the f7/2-Shell Region
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Relative cross sections for the (p, p ) reaction for nuclei in the region 40 & A & 56 are
calculated with use of (1f'7~2)" wave functions and a zero-range plane-wave approximation
for this three-nucleon process. The results of the calculation for the low-lying discrete
states are in excellent agreement with recent data and many detailed aspects of the spec-
tra are understood for the first time.

PACS numbers: 25.40,Qa, 21.60.cs, 24.10.Fr, 27.40.+z

Recently the results of a series of (P, z ) experi-
ments on a number of nuclei have been reported
by Vigdor et al. ' They have pointed out that this
reaction populates selective high-spin states
which can be correlated in many instances with
those identified previously in gamma decay and
particle transfer experiments. In addition, they
have shown evidence from analyzing-power meas-
urements that this reaction involves a relatively
simple two-nucleon pion production process. '

For the Ca isotopes and the N= 28 isotones the

(P, v ) cross sections for populating discrete low-
lying final states have a strong dependence on N

and Z(see Fig. 2). The cross sections in units
of nanobarns per steradian for 206-MeV protons
and a pion emission angle of 30', when integrated
over the strong states below 5-MeV excitation en-
ergy in the final nucleus, are 10.6+1.3 for "Ti,
8.8+2.0 for "Ti, 53.2+1.4 for "Ti, 18.0+3.0 for
"Cr, and 9.9+1.5 for "Fe.'

The final states most strongly populated in the
48ca(P, n )"Ti reaction are a doublet, ' the higher
member of which is consistent in energy with the

state at 4.4-MeV excitation energy observed
in a gamma decay experiment. ' However, the
lower peak at 4.0 MeV cannot be associated with
any high-spin states known previously. In addi-
tion, in a recent experiment with 165-MeV pro-
tons, 4 the pions from these two states have been
observed to have quite different angular distribu-

~

tions. The 4.4-MeV peak cross section falls off
by about a factor of 2 over the angular range of
30-135' and the 4.0-MeV peak cross section falls
off about an order of magnitude in the same angu-
lar range.

In this Letter we will show that all of the above
features of the relative cross sections can be
qualitatively understood within the context of the
(1f,~,)" shell model for these nuclei together with
some general assumptions about the reaction
mechanism within the plane-wave Born approxi-
mation. The success of our results should en-
courage the development of distorted-wave cal-
culations for this reaction which will be neces-
sary to obtain more quantitative results as well
as the absolute cross sections.

From the basic Feynman diagrams for this re-
action shown in Fig. 1 it is clear that the reac-
tion involves three nucleons. The box at the out-
going pion line in Fig. 1 can be the s-wave and/or
P-wave vertex. ' As the proton energy increases,
the P-wave process with a delta-isobar inter-
mediate-state excitation becomes dominant. "
The general nuclear structure amplitude for this
reaction ean be expressed in terms of matrix
elements of creation and annihilation operators
which are calculated with shell-model wave func-
tions. In order to separate the spatial and spin
degrees of freedom it is useful to express these
amplitudes in I.S coupling:

A(2 f Lpg Spy &, S, &, np, n„, n3 Ip lp lp r)
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where F(r) =P(np, r)R(a„, r)g(n„r), i/f stand for the quantum numbers of the initial and final states,
and n stands for the set of quantum numbers (n, l, j) of the shell-model orbits. Square brackets de-
note the normalized S-j coefficient. In the cases of interest here up = a„=a, = lf,~„d,. =0, and hence
J= Jf for the total angular momentum transfer. These amplitudes have been calculated with the wave
functions obtained with the ""Sc"interaction of Kutehera, Brown, and Ogawa. ' A harmonic-oscillator
potential with Su=10.5 MeV was used for the bound-state ra.dial wave function R(r).
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To go further we must make some assumptions
about the reaction mechanism. We first work
out the kinematics. The most important aspect
of the kinematics is the large momentum mis-
match. For E~ =200 MeV, the momentum of the
incoming proton is pi = 645 MeV/c. If the out-
going pion carries off all of the energy brought
in by the proton, the pion momentum is i&i =144
MeV/c. Hence (with neglect of the small Q-val-
ue dependence) the momentum transfer to the
nucleus for pions outgoing at 0' is Ap= 501 MeV/
c. If the reaction takes place at the nuclear sur-

i

face (R, =1.2A'~' fm), the angular momentum
transfer is al = g,ap = 11 for "Ca (and is as large
as 17 for backward angles). Hence, this reac-
tion excites high-spin states (high orbital angular
momentum states) almost exclusively.

Since the major part of this momentum has to
be carried away by the interaction line in Fig, 1,
the interaction is of short range and the zero-
range approximation should be adequate. A plane-
wave calculation for the incoming proton and out-
going pion then leads to the following expression
for the cross section:

do/dn = v,(2Z~+1)
L, S, ~ L~I, , Spj, , n~, l&

e(S»)[(2' + 1)(2lq + l)(2l~+ 1)/(2L+ 1)]'~' (lqOlqO i L»0)

x(L»0l, OSLO) JA(i, f, L», S», L, S, 4, n, , I„rj)~(qr)r'dr)'.
In our case the total spin transfer can only be

S =& which can be understood by first coupling
the two protons to spin 8». Since the two pro-
tons are in the same orbit, in the zero-range ap-
proximation I» must be even, and hence S» ——0.
In order to conserve parity in the zero-range ap-
proximation, I. must be odd, and thus each final
state spin has a unique total L transfer given by
L= J~-', . In the above equation we have intro-
duced the parameter e(S») for the relative
strength of the S» ——0 and 1 amplitudes. The e
weighting will depend on the details of the reac-
tion mechanism. For the example of s-wave re-
scattering process in the box in Fig. 1, process
(a) provides. a S» =1 amplitude and process (b)
provides a S» =0 amplitude. However, for our
one-orbit calculation it can be shown that A(S»
= 1)= &3A(S» = 0) and hence the e dependence en-
ters in our case just as an overall scale factor
(independent of angle) in the cross sections. [The
results presented here were obtained with «(S»
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FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams for the (p, 7t ) reaction.
The incoming proton is represented by a solid line
with momentum p and is transferred into a bound orbit
in the nucleus p3 ~ jp and pp are the orbits of the parti-
cle-hole states. The dotted line denotes the outgoing
pion with momentum 4 and the intermediate boson with
momentum q is denoted by a wavy line.

FIG, 2. Comparison of the experimental (Ref. 4)
(p, 7t ) cross sections with the calculated relative cross
sections (00 ——1000) for 8& —206 MeV and pions at 30'.
In the theoretical spectra the individual states are in-
dicated by lines labeled by L, -2J„and the curve rep-
resents a Gaussian average with I &&H& ——0.3 MeV.
Above 6 MeV in excitation eriergy there are no strong
states in the theoretical spectra and the experimental
spectra show a smoothly rising background (Ref. 1).
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=1)=1 and e(S» =0) =0.]
The reaction will be peaked at the nuclear sur-

face because of the strong pion absorption and
this can be taken into account in an approximate
fashion by using a lower cutoff in the above radial
integral, The angular distributions are in fact
rather sensitive to this cutoff and we have chosen
a value of 3.3 fm (about 1.1A'~') which gives the
best reproduction of the experimental "Ca(P, n )
angular distributions. The momentum transfer
as a, function of angle is q = $,f& -k,&f ~

where the
effective momenta take into account the Coulomb
energy at the nuclear surface.

The cross sections (ignoring the relatively
small Q-value dependence in the radial integral)
for a given I, transfer (Lw3) are proportional to
the probability of stripping two protons into an

f,~, orbit with L» 40 multiplied by the probability
of picking up a neutron from an f,~, orbit. For
the (f,~,)" seniority-zero ground configurations
of the Ca isotopes and &=28 isotones it can be
shown that this spectroscopic sum rule is pro-
portional to (X- 20)(28 —Z)(26 —Z) for each L(43)
for Mand g of the target. For the cases of inter-
est these numbers are proportional to 12 for 4'Ti,
24 for "Ti, 48 for "Ti, 24 for "Cr, and 8 for
"Fe. Except for "Ti, these values are closely
proportional to the experimental cross sections
noted above.

The calculated spectra for E~ =-206 MeV and

pions at 30' are shown in Fig. 2. The agreement
with experiment (Befs. 1, 3, and 4) is excellent.
Several details of the spectra which have not been
previously understood come out of our calcula-
tions. In the theoretical "Ti spectrum there are
only two strong states, one —", (L= 7) and one ~9

(L=9). They agree in energy with the two states
observed experimentally within a few hundred
kiloelectronvolts. Since they have different L-
transfer values, the angular distributions are
very different and at 100 the z (L=9) state
dominates the spectra. The '-,' (L=9) state is
much stronger than the & (L= 9) state because
the latter is unfavored in the jj to LS transforma-
tion (this same difference between z and '-,' al-
so occurs, for the same reason, in three-nucleon
transfer').

Whereas the lowest ~r' (I.= 7) state is strong in
"Ti, it is the second & state which is strong in
"Ti because of the change in going from the par-
ticle-particle to the particle-hole structure of
the wave functions. This feature of the '-,' states
in "Ti is confirmed by comparisons with the
gamma-decay data' in which only the yrast '-,'

state is seen, and by comparison with recent
"V(d, a) data, "in which both ~& states (and other
high-spin states) are seen with relative strengths
in agreement with (f,~,)" calculations. Finally
we note that the fractions of the total L= 7 and
L= 9 strength concentrated in the low-lying strong
states for the five final nuclei (A) of interest are
92% (43), 62% (45), 89% (49}, 83% (51), and 91%
(53). This increased fragmentation in 4'Ti ex-
plains most of the deviation in this case from the
trends expected from the sum ru'. es noted above
(the remaining strength in "Ti is fragmented over
many levels but mainly into the T=-,', J"=& and

states around 10 MeV in excitation).
In summary, we have made plane-wave calcula-

tions using the (f,~,)" shell-model structure am-
plitudes for the (P, z ) reaction which are able to
reproduce qualitatively the experimental data for
the low-lying discrete states. These spectra are
dominated by an "/ window" created on the lower
side by the momentum mismatch in the reaction
and on the higher side by the maximum transfer
(L „=9)available for three particles in the fP
shell. It will thus be interesting to pursue experi-
mentally the (P, w ) reaction on "Sr (L~„=12}
and on '"Sm (I, ,„=15)„ In "Zr we expect a clus-
ter of three closely spaced states with L=12, 10,
and 8 around 4 MeV in excitation. (More angular
momentum transfer can be achieved by putting
the proton into the higher shells and this process
may be part of the continuum seen above the dis-
crete states. } The success of our simple calcu-
lations should encourage progress in the develop-
ment of distorted-wave calculations. Indeed, be-
cause of the selectivity of this reaction, a great
deal may be learned from such calculations about
the interactions of pions in nuclei.
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